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Introducing HortiFresh

The government of Côte d’Ivoire was quick to
prioritize the agricultural sector, making funds
available for specific fruit commodities and
making exceptions for those in the agricultural
sector to move in and out of Abidjan and across
borders. This has been crucial in allowing mango
and other fruit exports to continue. Though an
initial drop in orders from Europe coincided with
the peak of the mango season, orders have since
resumed.

HortiFresh seeks to achieve a “sustainable and internationally competitive fruit and vegetable sector that contributes to
inclusive economic growth, food and nutrition security” in
Ghana and Ivory Coast .

Export remains a challenge, nonetheless, as Ivorian exporters and producers face serious cashflow issues, preventing producers from reinvesting in farm activities. Without prior assessment
of fruit quality by their European clients, as
done every year, Ivorian companies are cautious
to ship orders to Europe.

uncertainties influencing purchasing power and demand),
the consequences are complex and widespread. If not
addressed, they pose a threat to livelihoods and food and
nutrition security through a disruption of food supply, as
well as a reduction in income.



Availability of inputs also poses a problem for
producers, who are not able to use them at the
appropriate time.



If nothing is done to ensure timely availability of
inputs and access to finance to invest in farm
activities, the quantity and quality of the next
harvest may go down.



The private sector plays an important role in
improving the situation in the fruit sector. Input
suppliers, for example, could improve their
knowledge and understanding of how value
chains operate, understand what producers need
and when, and be more proactive in making sure
inputs are available at the right time.

Introduction
With countries around the world restricting mobility to
limit the spread of the virus, food systems have been disrupted and the effects can be felt all along the value
chain, from production all the way to consumption. With
such globalized food systems and so many different interacting factors (i.e. access to inputs, labour and credit and
ability to distribute affecting supply; job and financial

The program is funded by the Embassy of the Kingdom of
Netherlands. The project engages the sector through instruments including Financial Support Services, technical assistance in Business Management and Agronomy, Creating
Avenues for Women & Youth Empowerment, Trade Promotion, Business to Business events and Policy Support.

How these interactive factors play out and how companies are impacted is very context specific. That is why it
is important to understand how Ivorian actors all along
the fruit value chain are being affected, so that measures
can be taken to dampen the impact. In order to gain such
an overview, HortiFresh has gathered information from
partners, colleagues, and consultants who are actively in
touch with fruit value chain actors in Ghana, Côte d’Ivoire, and globally, to gain a better understanding of the
bottlenecks, threats to the Ivorian sector, as well as opportunities. The study in Côte d’Ivoire focused primarily
on export of fresh and processed fruits. However, considering the mango season is in full bloom and HortiFresh
works closely with mango value chain actors, this is
where most examples were given.

Government measures to support the sector
The government of Côte d’Ivoire closed off Abidjan from
the rest of the country and imposed a curfew mid-March.
Soon after, exceptions were made for stakeholders in the
agricultural sector. If testing negative for COVID-19 and
with the right paperwork, they receive special permission
to go in and out of Abidjan, even during curfew hours.
Exemptions have also been made for border crossings
with Mali, Burkina Faso, Liberia and Ghana. These excep1Wageningen Centre for Development Innovation
2 SNV

Other measures taken by the government include, but are not limited to: suspension of all domestic and international passenger flights a night curfe; prohibiting gatherings of more than 0 people closing all
schools and educational institutes, restaurants, bars, and cinemas. Many of these restrictions ;ere (slo;ly) eased starting in May 2 2 , first in the interior of the country, follo;ed by Abidjan. Some passenger flights
resumed early July.

tions have been crucial in enabling mango exports to
continue.
Additionally, the government announced a Plan de
Soutien Economique, Social et Humanitaire on 31 March
2020 to provide 1,700 billion FCFA, approximately 5 percent of Côte d’Ivoire’s GDP, to mitigate the impact of
the pandemic on the economy and the general population, preserve jobs, and prepare for rapid resumption
after the pandemic. Within this plan, 150.8 billion FCFA
was allocated to the agricultural sector, of which 10.5
billion FCFA to the fruit sector. These funds have been
distributed between the different commodity value
chains (i.e. mango, pineapple, papaya and banana).
These funds were transferred to Fonds Interprofessionnel
pour la Recherche et le Conseil Agricoles (FIRCA), who,
in collaboration with other stakeholders, evaluates
where it is most needed and redistributes the funds
along the value chain (i.e. producers, exporters, processors, general support). This procedure is followed per
commodity.

Input suppliers
Availability of inputs (i.e. crop protection products,
seeds, fertilizer, technical equipment) was reduced for
producers. Input suppliers, particularly those with imported products, have been unsure of demand and
whether they will be able to sell the inputs, so they have
been waiting for requests to come in before ordering
inputs themselves. Shipping from Europe can take up to 3

The funds for the mango sector (5 billion FCFA)
are primarily going to support producers, including grants to ensure they can cover operating
costs (including labour costs). However, with an
estimated 6,000 producers but no official list, an
independent body first needs to identify producers and their capacity. The funds are also being
used to ensure access to pest control and monitoring products, particularly against fruit flies.
These will be distributed to producers under the
supervision of the Ministère de l’Agriculture et du
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weeks, causing a significant delay. This was the case for
two of HortiFresh’s input supplying partners, delaying
imports until specific requests came in. One even closed
their office for a month and, upon returning, realized
that the demand for inputs was not affected. If nothing
changes, availability of inputs for the agricultural sector
will be a major issue. If producers cannot access inputs
and activities are not carried out at the appropriate
time, it may affect quantity and quality during the next
production season and affect the harvest.

Producers
When there was a great deal of uncertainty at the start
of the pandemic, both European and Ivorian companies
were cautious in doing business. While farm-gate prices
have not changed this year, exporters have delayed payments to smallholder farmers due to cash-flow issues,
which also creates cash-flow issues for producers.
Whereas exporters would normally pay smallholder farmers 100 percent upon collection of the fruit, they are
now only paying 60-80 percent. Exporters plan to pay the
remaining 20-40 percent once they themselves have been
fully paid by the European importers. This is typically the
time of year that producers would need to invest in
pruning, cleaning and maintaining their orchards, but
smallholder farmers will not be able to make those investments until they receive the complete payment for
this year’s harvest. Smallholder producers have also had
difficulty accessing funds, because of shorter opening
hours and longer lines at the bank. If access to cash remains an issue for smallholder farmers and they are not
able to make the necessary investments in orchard
maintenance or other farm activities at the appropriate
time, yields may be affected.

Women sorting out Mangoes for Export

Processors
Ivorian fruit processors are relatively small and not comparable in size to those in Ghana. Their volumes are not
expected to drop due to the pandemic, since most processors continue to receive orders from Europe and from
within the West African regional market, including Ghana
and Burkina Faso.

Logistics
At the start of the pandemic, restricted mobility posed
some challenges for transportation of food. However,
the government of Côte d’Ivoire reacted quickly, by allowing trucks and anyone in the agricultural sector to
move. Since these exceptions were made, transportation
has been operating as usual. Ivorian fruits are typically
exported by sea freight, but sea logistics have not been
affected by the lockdown either. Neither supply nor

Pack houses, which can typically process and
pack two containers a day, were only able to
do one container a day during the lockdown.
Whereas they typically operate with 2 shifts
between 7:00 and 22:00, the dusk till dawn

price of sea cargo have changed, allowing continuous
export of mangoes and other fruits this season. Demand
for transportation services, however, has gone down,
due to the initial drop in European orders, as well as
Ivorian exporters’ hesitancy to ship goods to Europe or
inability to advance the payment.

this year. European importers normally send a representative to Côte d’Ivoire to participate in the quality
control. However, with all passenger flights between
Côte d’Ivoire and Europe cancelled, this part of the formal contract is not carried out. Ivorian companies are on
their own and find it very risky to send products to European clients who have not yet seen or officially approved
the quality, as upon arrival the consignment can still be
rejected. Another major bottleneck is finance. Ivorian
exporters are largely dependent on European importers,
who cut prepayments. For some companies the prepayments were brought down from 75 percent to as low as 50
percent. The consequences are felt along the value
chain, as exporters are also not able to pay their suppliers the full price upon purchase, but have to spread these
payments out. Some exporters are not able to send the
full orders, because they received a lower prepayment,
or none at all, and cannot advance the export costs

While transportation of agricultural goods could continue
during the lockdown, pack houses and their employees
had to adhere to the curfew. People were expected to
stay at home from dusk till dawn, which significantly
shortened working days and overall capacity, for pack
houses and other actors along the value chain. This curfew is no longer in place though, so they have resumed
normal working schedules.

Exporters
As local and regional markets for fresh fruit have not
really been affected, bottlenecks are primarily linked to
exports to Europe, in which case European and Ivorian
companies have both been cautious. European importers
started cancelling orders when the pandemic started,

One company received an order from Europe
for 32 containers of mango. With a significantly lower prepayment and not sufficient funds
to advance the costs of exporting, the company could only afford to send 17 containers.
This comes on top of the risks and uncertainties of what might happen along the way or
whether the quality will be approved upon arrival.

Women processing dried Mangoes

themselves. Each of these factors comes with risks, which
is why some Ivorian companies have become hesitant to
ship orders. Fortunately, European importers have seen
that Ivorian exports continue to run smoothly and some
have started sending higher prepayments to exporters.
This is particularly in the pineapple, banana and papaya
value chains, where fruits are harvested year-round,
though improvements in the importer-exporter relationships still differ. The mango sector, unfortunately, has
not benefited from this improvement, since April and May
are the main export months. The total volume of exports
and how they compare to previous years, however, are
not known yet. Definitive volumes are expected to be
known in July.

Retail
which overlapped with the start of the mango season,
though orders resumed after a couple of weeks. On the
side of Ivorian exporters, there are three main areas of
concern when it comes to exporting to Europe. These
are contracts, finance, and closure of major French markets (i.e. Rungis) during the peak of the COVID-19 pandemic. One of the main uncertainties arises from the
fact that formal contract systems are not being applied

Due to the lockdown measures, open markets, supermarkets and other stores were required to close down by
14:00 and, at the same time, limit the number of clients
in their premises to 200 at a time. The curfew was eased
on 16 May, allowing them to return to normal opening
hours. Despite the shorter opening hours, market women
have been surprised by the quantity of fruit sold. They
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indicated a significant rise in demand, due to increased
fruit consumption since the pandemic started.

Consumers
The impact on local fruit consumption has been positive,
with consumption significantly higher than usual and
market prices for fruit being relatively stable. According
to market women, people who used to buy one or two
pieces of fruit are now buying a bucket full at once. This
is partially because of an increased awareness of health
benefits, but also because they do not know what the
next day will bring and want to stock up. It is also because being in lockdown and home all day has increased
peoples’ temptation to eat more, including fruit. Being
at home makes eating fruit much easier than when people are at work or on the move. That is also why parents
have been buying more fruit for their children, who were
home from school.

account for receiving payments. Banks can support in
difficult times, but will not give loans to those without
records or evidence of how and to what degree they have
been affected. It is an opportunity for sensitization on
the importance of bank accounts and being able to trace
money. Another opportunity is the use of e-payment services (i.e. Agri-wallet, Mobile Money), so that smallholder
farmers and other actors can make cashless payment.
The briefs on the impact of COVID-19 on the horticulture sector in Ghana and Côte d’Ivoire are based on a
series of 7 group interviews, with a total of 13 different
people. Interview teams were formed by members of
the local HortiFresh team, as well as consultants from
the consortium. The information gathered is based on
their interactions with HortiFresh partners on how they
have been affected by the pandemic, as well as general
observations the HortiFresh team has made over the
past months.

Bottlenecks
The private sector has an important role in improving the
situation and the sector. Input suppliers, for example,
could solve the input issue by better understanding how
value chains operate, understanding what producers
need and when, as well as being more proactive in making sure inputs are available when producers need them.
If they do not, the consequences will visible in the quantity and quality of the next harvest.
Challenges in cash-flow and accessing funds also require
urgent action, as it delays smallholder payment and
makes it difficult for companies to finance their operations. Another major bottleneck to be addressed is ensuring farmers’ ability to invest in orchard maintenance (i.e.
pruning, spraying, etc.) to improve yields.

Opportunities
The pandemic has made the inherent risks of sourcing
from one region very visible, an incentive for importers
to diversify their portfolio. This offers new opportunities
for Ivorian exporters to tap into new markets. This is not
only an opportunity for them to expand their market, but
to diversify their clientele and manage risks in uncertain
times.
It is also an opportunity to increase investment in local
production systems and ensure constant availability of
affordable food locally. It is an opportunity for Côte d’Ivoire to put a concerted effort into growing what they eat
and eating what they grow, limit dependency on others,
and prevent that they are without food should such a
situation repeat itself. This will also contribute to the
resilience of the food system.
The pandemic could also incentivize small-scale producers to professionalize themselves, by i.e. using a bank
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